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Abstract—In this paper, we present results from our measurement and analysis of energy use and user behavior in
an academic computer lab. We use wireless power sensors to
collect power readings from 22 computers in the lab. We use
software monitor to log various user activities in the computer.
We collected a total of 59.6 million power readings and 220.3
million user activity logs over one month. We analyze the data
collected from this instrumentation to not only understand
how much energy is used but to also drill down and reveal a
detailed understanding of which machines, processes, and users
contribute the most to computing energy footprint of the lab.
Our results show the power draw on different machines in the
lab are different despite the identical hardware and software
settings. Our study attributes this difference to different users
presenting different types and lengths of load to the computers,
preferring specific physical computers, which leads to some
computer being used more than others. The results show that
the majority of energy was wasted while the computer was left
in idle mode, and individual user behavior affects the energy
consumption.
Keywords-Power Measurements; Computer Monitoring;
Wireless Sensor Network; Energy Efficient Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy-efficient computing has emerged as a major area
of research and engineering in the recent years. As a result,
hardware as well as software has become more energy efficient over the years. This progress is partly made possible by
careful study of energy consumption of various components
within a computing system. Identification of energy hotspots
in hardware and software components helps us focus our
effort in the areas that are likely to maximize the impact on
computer power draw.
There has been recent interest in understanding power
draw of a collection of machines, e.g., in data centers
[7], [22], [6], [3] or computers in a building [20], [8],
[25]. These studies provide measurement-based models of
computer power use in buildings. These models can be used
to test new approaches to make computing infrastructures
in buildings more energy-efficient. While these datasets
are extremely useful to the community, they are limited
by the setting in which those measurements are taken.
Thus, studying and modeling power profile in more settings
can be a valuable asset for the green computing research
community.
In this work, we conduct a measurement study of power
use in an academic shared computing lab environment. In
academic buildings, these shared computer labs contribute
for a sizable fraction of total energy use. Two factors
differentiate this setting from the settings profiled in prior
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studies. First, the computer labs in a university setting are
largely homogeneous: the labs have one or a small number of
desktop models. This homogeneity makes this environment
more similar to data centers than a typical population of
computers in an academic research building. Second, the
computers are shared across a number of users. The computers in a shared lab are not personal computers used by a
single user. During the course of a day tens of students might
log in and use a given computer. Thus, understanding power
use of a single computer requires accounting for different
users and their different computing requirements.
In our study, we design an instrumentation for the computer lab. The instrumentation consists of two sets of sensing
systems. First, there are wireless power meters that continuously monitor power draw of each desktop and transmit to
a server using wireless network. We use power meters [15]
and RPL protocol [24] to build our wireless energy sensing
system. Second, a small service installed on each desktop
PC monitors major user events and logs this information in
a database. Using data collected with this infrastructure, we
can develop a detailed understanding of power draw and the
user activities on the computers that drive power use on the
computers.
Our measurement study logged power use and user activity on 22 computers in one of the computer labs for over 30
days. We collected 59.6 million power readings and 220.3
million user activity readings. Analyzing this data, we found
a considerable heterogeneity in power use despite identical
hardware and software configurations on the computers. This
difference in power use across the machines is the result of
several factors which we quantify in this paper. Different
users present a different type of computing load on the
computers. They might use computers for different lengths
of time. Finally, although the computers are expected to be
identical, errors or misconfigurations cause these computers
to become different and hence might result in different
energy use. Our results also show that the computers were
only used for a small fraction of uptime, which means the
majority of energy used in the computer lab was wasted.
In this paper, we make four contributions:
• Design and deploy power and user activity instrumentation in a computer lab.
• Present a large dataset describing computing power data
in a shared homogeneous computing environment.
• Understand the relation between user activities and
power draw.
• Identify energy waste in computing in an academic lab

setting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of the related works. Section III
presents the instruction design. Section IV presents the
results on the measurement of energy consumption and user
activities. Section V discusses alternative methodologies and
additional insights from the study and Section VI concludes
this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we give an overview of research related to
wireless power meter, measurement of energy consumption,
and machine idle proportion in computer lab.
A. Power sensors
Since power consumption has become a significant concern in the development of all kinds of computing laboratories and data centers, much progress and various measurement methods have been designed to measure the power
used by the systems, such as Cornil et al. [2], who uses the
Fluke ampere meter to measure the current from the power
supply, Serra et al. [23] use an AD7757 IC chip based on the
shunt resistor from Analog Devices for measuring electric
power. Lifton, et al. [19], introduced the MIT Plug sensor
network, which embodied the idea of designing sensor nodes
to seamlessly become a part of their environment.
Unlike tradional power meters, where the results can only
be displayed on local LEDs or saved as data onto flash
drives and read later, wireless power meters can transmit
the power readings to a remote database to be processed
later. There are several wireless powers meter that have
been designed in recent years, such as ACme [12] or
commercial meters such as The UFO Power Center. Jiang, et
al. [13] deployed ACme meters for high-fidelity monitoring
of electrical usage in a building. Krioukov, et al. [17]
presented a personalized smartphone application designed to
control the lighting, heating and cooling in user’s vicinity, by
using ACme for the sensing and actuation. PowerNet [15]
is a platform from Stanford University used for collecting,
viewing, and analyzing plug-level power data collected. The
goal of PowerNet is aiming at answering questions about
total power usage, variation, and efficiency. In our work, we
use PowerNet meters to collect power readings.
B. Energy Measurement studies
Many measurement studies have contributed to understanding energy consumption in commercial buildings and
households. [14] reported a hybrid sensor network based
on PowerNet for monitoring the power and utilization of
computing systems. Their 3-month monitoring and measurements revealed the IT-related power waste and savings
opportunities. Dawson-Haggerty et al. [4] developed a stratified sampling methodology for surveying energy use and
conducted a year-long, 455-meter deployment of wireless
plug-load electric meters in a large commercial building.
They found that the interior of a commercial building
is a dynamic environment and confirmed the value of
point-to-point routing in a real sensor network deployment.
ViridiScope [16] is an indirect power monitoring system.
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Measurement system overview

It estimates an appliance’s power consumption by placing
a magnetic sensor near a power cord, based on the fact
that the appliance emits measureable magnetic signals when
it consumes energy. The eMeter system [21] provides
device level energy consumption in a household that is
based on a single sensor. This system can provide real
time energy usage to a user’s smart phone, which makes
it possible to get consumers to save energy. Hnat, et al.
[10] studied a large-scale residential sensing system for
monitoring people’s energy consumption in their homes. In
this project, the team experienced significant connectivity
and access challenges in the home-environment. In this
measurement study, we collect and analyze power readings
from an academic computer lab environment and put the
results in the context of user behavior.
C. Computer idle proportion
Recent studies have shown that the vast majority of
workstations and desktop computers remain idle most of
the time, which the average CPU idleness at 97.9% in
classroom, while the average unused memory is 42.1%
[5]. Heap et al. [9] performed 15-minute periodic resource
monitor studies on Windows and Unix servers. The study
found that Windows servers are idle for approximately 95%
of the day respectively, while Unix servers had an average
of 85% CPU idleness. Another study showed the average
idle time for desktop machines was up to 80% of the day
[1].
While some papers focus on measuring the power consumption for different machines, and others tried to summarize the relationship between power consumption and
performance, however, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
there have been few reports in the literature to date about
the relationship between user behavior and energy consumptions, on the same type of computers.
III. P OWER AND U SER ACTIVITY I NSTRUMENTATION
We instrumented a computer lab to collect two sets of
information: power draw of computers and user activity on
the computers. The overview of sensing system is shown in
Figure 1. The power readings and user activity logs were
sent to a database server by wireless and wired network.
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Meter raw reading before calibration

Undergraduate and graduate students visit this lab for academic purpose, such as to finish programming homework or
to access remote server by using ssh client. There are no
scheduled classes in the lab. There are 22 desktops made
by Gateway located in 4 rows, equipped with Intel Core2
duo 1.88G CPU and 2048 MB memory, running Windows
XP. These desktops have CPU and monitor in a single
package. There is no policy to restrict students from using
any specific computer, but students are required to login with
their personal student ID before using it. And this log in,
log out activity was automatically recorded in database.
A. Wireless Energy Meter
We use PowerNet [15] nodes to measure power draw of a
computer. Computer power cable is plugged to a PowerNet
node and the PowerNet node is plugged to an AC outlet.
These meters have energy metering ICs and MSP430 microcontroller for sensor control and data processing. The meter
can sample power draw at up to 14 KHz. The power meters
also have a IEEE 802.15.4 radio chip CC2420 running at
2.4 GHz unlicensed spectrum. We use RPL [24] running on
TinyOS [18] for collecting power measurements.
We programmed PowerNet nodes to sample current at 10
Hz. The nodes pack 20 readings into a single packet and send
it to the base station. Each reading is 2 bytes. 20 readings and
metadata results in a 58 byte application payload. Metadata
include a local sequence number, time stamp, and node ID.
We increment the local sequence number after sending each
packet. We used a local timer value as time stamp. Although
this time is not globally synchronized, it is sufficient to study
the time gap between the packets.
B. Process Monitor
We wrote a C++ application to measure CPU usage and
installed as a Windows Service on all computers in the lab.
Every second, the process monitor calculates each processs
CPU usage by using Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) API [11]. The process monitor then transmits the list
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Meter reading in Watt after calibration

of processes and their CPU utilization to a database server
over wired Ethernet. We install the process monitor as a
windows service so that it starts automatically during bootup
and continuously collects information regarding processes
running in the computer even when no one is logged in
to the computer. The process monitor itself uses in average
0.45% (with a peak of 0.8%) of CPU resource, which we
can safely ignore from our calculation.
C. User Authentication Monitor
We use a C# application to monitor user authentication. It
records user log-in and log-out activities, user ID, machine
name, and then saves this information on a database server.
D. Meter Calibration
We calibrated all the power meters before deployment. We
performed six point calibration with resistive loads from 40
to 260 watts. This range is within the power draw range of
a desktop, typically between 80 and 180 watts. The ground
truth in Watts of resistive loads was calculated by using its
instantaneous current multiplied by the potential difference
across this component, which was measured by a highprecision multi-meter.
We first connect all of the resistive loads through one
power meter. We then turn on the first load, wait for a few
seconds until the temperature is stabilized, then take 50 raw
readings using the meter and calculate the average. Then,
we repeat the same process by turning the load one by
one. After we have 6 average raw readings at 6 different
loads, we use Polynomial curve fitting function in Matlab
to calculate the coefficients of raw readings of degree 1 that
fits the ground truth. Figure 2 shows raw readings from 24
meters before calibration and Figure 3 shows the result after
calibration. After calibration, all of the 24 lines overlap as
expected because they are all measuring the current through
the same resistive loads. After calibration, the Mean Square
Error (MSE) in power readings across all of the meters was
less than 0.2.
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E. Data collection rate
Initially, the process monitor reported all the processes
and their utilization to the database server. After analyzing
utilization data for two weeks, we found that 85% of the
readings had a utilization of 0%. We optimized network
transmission and storage for these processes using a simple
compression, which is tag a list of processes with a single
utilization number of 0% rather than (process, utilization)
tuple for each process. This optimization reduced the number
of rows in the database by around 90%.
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IV. R ESULTS
Our analysis of data collected in this study reveals up to
13.42 times difference in energy footprints of different computers in the lab. Furthermore, we found up to 575.23 times
difference between the energy used by different students. In
this section, we elaborate on these findings.
A. Power across time
We first study the temporal trends in power draw of the
computers in the lab. We found that the power draw can
change by as much as 197.31% over the course of a day.
When idle, most computers required around 70 watts. The
maximum power requirement was 138.12 watts. The power
changes depending on the load on the computer was due
to user activities. Figure 4 shows the power draw of each
machine for 12 days. Different machines show different
temporal patterns. In this figure, day 6 and day 7 are
weekends. No student was allowed to use the computers
in the lab during that period, which is why the power was
stable. Figure 5 plots the distribution of power draw across
time for each computer. It shows that all computers spend
at least 29% of the time drawing power less than 70 watts.
Aggregating the power draw from all the computers, we
find that the total power drawn by the computers changes
across time as shown in figure 6. It shows a minimum of
400 watts and a maximum of 1580 watts as total power used
by computers in the lab.
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Total Power used by all the computers in the lab.

B. Power across activities
One of the reasons for different power draw across time
is the changing user activities. The activity most relevant
to understanding power draw is a student logging into the
computer, launching applications, and after some period,
logging off. In figure 7, we plot the CDF of average power
for sessions during which users were logged in and were
not logged in. The power is generally higher when the
user is logged in compared to when the user is not logged
in, approximately 80-140 watts compared to 20-80 watts
on most of the machines. The reason it consumed more
energy when user was logged in, is not only that more
CPU operations were performed, but also hard disk readwrite operations, graphics card calculations, and network
transmissions which expend more energy. Some of the blue
lines stay around 20 watts for large fraction of time. That
means those machines were left in power off status. For a
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C. Power across machines
Although all the computers in the lab have identical
manufacturer specification and software installation, each
computer is slightly different due to manufacturing difference, hardware abuse and errors over time, and unintentional
errors and updates on the software. For example, some
machines do not have McAfee VirusScan installed, while
others do. It is believed that such discrepancy is due to
software configuration errors accumulating over time.
To understand the difference between the machines, we
study two sets of trace. We first plot the distribution of
power draw when no user is logged in and CPU utilization
is 0-1% in figure 8. The figure shows even when all the
computers are idle, the power draw across the machines is
in 85-115 watts range. In the same figure, we also plot
the power draw when a user is logged in and the CPU
utilization is 99-100%. When the machines are fully utilized,
the power draw across the machines are in the 108-136 watts
range. Thus, our results show that even though computers of
similar manufacturer specification and software installation
are subjected to similar CPU loads, the power draw can be
significantly different.
D. Power across students
In figure 9,we plot the total computing energy used by
30 students who logged in the most number of times during
the two weeks. Each line represents the total energy used
by a student. The dots shows the value of energy consumed
during that log-in period. All of these numbers were captured
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small fraction of the dataset, the computers use more power
when a user is not logged in compared to when a user is
logged in. This is because the Windows was performing
system updates or scheduled virus scan. Our test indicates
this model of machines consume approximately 15 - 22
watts power even when power is turned off; that was mainly
because the internal capacities are still charging.
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Energy consumed by each student.

during the same period as the figures showed in pervious
sections. We can see that around 80% of students used less
than 1,000 kilojoules, while only 0.5% of students used more
than 3,000 kilojoules, which is mostly caused by students
having been logged in for a significantly longer period,
compared to other students.
From figure 10 we can tell each student has her unique
average power usage, but 70% of these values are in the
range of 100-120 watts. In some cases the average power is
below 100 watts mainly because after the user logged in, the
user left the computer idle or performed some simple tasks
like writing emails. The user activity log indicates that no
high workload task was performed on that computer during
that period.
E. Power across processes
Different processes perform different tasks in a computer
and have different energy profile. We now explore power
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control in an enterprise environment, this process was executed in the background regularly. The Process Monitor
periodically calls the API provided by wmiprvse service.
This may be the reason why the CPU utilization is high
for wmiprvse. Process winlogon is only executed for user
authorization and windows activation checks when user tries
to login. Table I indicates although the average power consumption of wmiprvse is only 18.69% more than winlogon,
the total energy used by the former is 608.35 times more
than the latter since the total running time of wmiprvse is
much longer than winlogon. While System part consumed
31,304 kilojoules, the User part only used 1,689 kilojoules.
This not only shows that efficiency of these computer is
low, but also that these computers were left in idle mode for
much longer than they were used by users. From analysis
of the energy usage by different application, we found that
students prefer Firefox to IE for web browsing in this lab.

CDF of average Power draw across processes.

consumption by each process. We combine all of the data
from 22 machines, but only consider the data which has
non-idle processes with more than 5% CPU utilization, and
divide energy proportional to CPU usage, then calculate the
average power consumption and total energy usage for each
process.
In Figure 11, we plot the distribution of average power
across the processes. It shows that less than 90% of processes have their average power consumption, evenly distributed between 8 watts and 50 watts.
It is not surprising that there is a large difference between
the energy consumption by different processes. Table I
shows the details for top 12 processes ordered by average
power consumption, divided into two parts: System or User
processes. Process wmiprvse consumed 18,262 kilojoules,
the highest energy consumed by a process. Since wmiprvse
is a Windows Management Instrumentation component that
provides operating system management information and

F. Computing energy footprint
Until now, we studied the impact of individual factor on
power draw of computers. We now study the combination
of all these factors to understand the total computing energy
footprint of the computer lab.
Figure 12 shows total energy consumption on all computers during the period of 2 weeks. We divide the total
energy into three parts. The red bar shows the energy used
when a user is logged in, the blue shows the energy when a
user is not logged in, and the green shows the energy when
the computer was powered off. The x-axis was sorted in
increasing order of each machine’s energy use. Even though
these machines have the same specification, the total energy
consumed is distributed from approximately 900 to 6,000
Kilojoules. There was, as expected, a significant amount of
energy waste, while the computer is powered off. The energy
used while there is no user is logged in is 200% to 300% as
compared to the period which the user is logged in. There are
some computers that consumed much more energy compared
to others, which indicates that those computers were selected
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by students more often. One of the potential reasons is the
convenient location for student, such as closer to the lab
entrance, or beside the aisle. Another reason is the lab admin
manually turning off a whole row of computer using per-row
power switch. This happens only when the lab admin is in
the lab and notices all the computers in a row not being used
for a long time. Students may later use the manual power
switch to power the computer.
V. D ISCUSSION
Instrumenting all the computers in a lab is a capital and
time intensive process. It is natural to ask if we can use
CPU utilization as a proxy for power use. To answer this
question, we try to interpret the power draw shown in Figure
13 in context of corresponding CPU utilization distribution.
Each line in the figure represents individual machine. It is
not surprising to see that the fraction of CPU utilization
while user is not logged in stays below 30%-40% on most
machines, which was caused by some background processes
like real-time back up and viruses scans.
On the other hand, when a user is logged in, the CPU
utilization is distributed in the range of 40% - 90%. While
users are using the machine, they will consume more CPU
resource, since every user task requires additional CPU
operations.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of total energy consumption during the whole measurement period across students.
It shows around 75% students consumed equal to or less
than 1,000 kilojoules of energy, approximately 20% of users
consumed the energy between 1,000 and 3,000 kilojoules.
From these numbers we can see that, around three-quarter
of students used this computer lab only for a short of
period. Perhaps they use this lab for printing or submitting
homework. While 5% of users consumed more than 3,000
kilojoules of energy. They occupied the computers for long
period and probably use the computer lab to finish their
programming homework.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described the sensing system that measures the energy consumption and user activity in an academic computer lab. We measured the power consumption,
CPU utilization, and user activity across a homogeneous set
of desktop computers. We studied the factors that drive the
heterogeneity in energy use across the desktops and lessons
learnt from the real-world measurement on 22 machines
over one month. We found that the energy consumption of
each computer is highly related to individual user behavior,
and the 60% of energy consumed every day was during the
computer was on and no one was logged in.
We are currently working with the department to continue
the measurement in other labs. As the department migrates
to thin clients, we also plan to extend our study to thin
clients.
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